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Q&A

During the talk you will have an opportunity to ask 
questions via the chat function.

These will be collated and answered in chronological 
order



Before you start searching there are 3 pages you need to look at:-

Links to these will be found immediately under the database listing on the database search 
page on the website:-

Search tips

What is in a certificate and when (found under Important Notes)

Abbreviations Explained (found under Important Notes)



Search tips

In there will be tips on using the various features of the search function:-



Search tips

Part of page 1

of 5 pages



What is in a certificate and when?

In there will be information of what is in the Birth, Death and Marriage registrations 
databases and what is available and what date range these are applied to the registrations



What is in a certificate and when?

Birth (partial view of information recorded) 



What is in a certificate and when?

Marriage (partial view of information recorded) 



What is in a certificate and when?

Death (partial view of information recorded) 



Abbreviations Explained

In there will be abbreviations used in various databases relating to the religion of the person 
in the record.

Partial view



Abbreviations Explained

In there will be explanations for the symbols used in the Birth, Death and Marriage 
registrations databases.

Partial view



Abbreviations Explained

In there will be explanations for the symbols used in the Death registrations databases for 
“Relative” field.

Partial view



Abbreviations Explained

In there will be explanations for the Marriage symbols used registrations databases

Partial view



What is in each Database?

The easiest method to find out what is in each database is to use the database search page on 
the website:-

https://www.genealogysa.org.au/resources/online-database-search

https://www.genealogysa.org.au/resources/online-database-search


To the right hand side is a column marked “More Info”. 

To access what is contained in each database you click on the Adobe icon. This will then open 
a separate file that lists what is there. For Birth registrations -
https://www.genealogysa.org.au/images/PDF/Birth_registrations_in_South_Australia_1842_t
o_1928_ver_5.pdf

https://www.genealogysa.org.au/images/PDF/Birth_registrations_in_South_Australia_1842_to_1928_ver_5.pdf


Birth Registrations in South Australia 1842 – 1928 more information page - Partial view



How to search?

You use the search form on the left hand side of the Online Database Search page:-



How to search?

If the search form on the left hand side of the Online Database Search page is not shown:-

Then click on the “Show” button to open it.

`

This is very important if you are using a smart phone or a small screen iPad or tablet.



How to search?

You can turn the “Show” button on and off to give yourself more space, and larger text, on 
your screen to view records

`

This is very important if you are using a smart phone or a small screen iPad or tablet.



How to search?

You can turn the “Show” button on and off to give yourself more space, and larger text, on 
your screen to view records

`

This is very important if you are using a smart phone or a small screen iPad or tablet.



How to search?

As from the instructions in the Search Tips you can search either with, or without wildcard 
symbols

Without wildcard symbol:-



How to search?

With the * wildcard symbol:-



How to search?

Once you have done the initial search, and you have selected the database to look further 
into you can refine your search using filters on the left hand side on the screen

Non-member view



How to search?

Once you have done the initial search, and you have selected the database to look further 
into you can refine your search using filters on the left hand side on the screen

Member view



How to search?

Once you have done the initial search, and you have selected the database to look further 
into you can refine your search using filters on the left hand side on the screen

Member view filtered on Birth Notice



Filters in the different databases, and so on

Birth Registrations Marriage Registrations Death Registrations



How to search?

By using the sort function on some columns

Non-member view



How to search?

Or by using the sort function on some columns

Member view – sorted on parents



How to search?

More details can be accessed via the “View Details” link on the right hand side of the screen

Non-member view



View details

Non-member

There are differences between what a non-member and member can see

For Newspaper Births there is no link to order a lookup. 



How to search?

More details can be accessed via the “View Details” link on the right hand side of the screen

Member view



View details

Member

For Newspaper Births there is a link to order a lookup and more information is displayed. 



View details

Non-member

For all other databases there is a link to order a lookup. See image for Birth Transcriptions 



View details - Non-member

Fields marked Members Only means that there is some data recorded there

Any field with Not Recorded greyed out in it means that nothing was recorded BUT, there may 
be additional information available in the Society Library



How to search?

As we have seen, there are numerous different ways to search and filter and sort the results.

What you get from your efforts are dependant on what you put into the search parameters

So, to reflect, the steps are:-

1. Check Search hints, what is available and when, abbreviations used and what’s in each 
database

2. Decide what search parameters you are going to use
3. Decide on what filtering and sorting you will be doing
4. Keep your initial search as simple as you can. This way you can get the maximum results 

for your effort. You can always expand the search parameters later

Good luck with your searching



Q&A
Seaman’s lists via the AJCP is Records of the Registrar General of Shipping and 
Seamen and successor - https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-743615651

https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-743615651
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